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ABSTRACT 

Parallel trade being considered as a menace to the competition law. There is lot of happening is 

going in the pharmaceutical sector because of the parallel trade , traders from one company use 

to purchase the pharma product from a low price and sell that in the high price to the other 

country, that is obstructing the growth of that the pharma sector of that country. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to the fact that pharmaceutical market to its large extent protected from the regular market 

economy by the way of running and parallel trade, it is very diverse from all other sectors. On one 

side, its concerns that national authorities of member states established the prices of 

pharmaceutical products. As there is nothing to balance the prices for equal products between 

national markets, evolving price differentials create discrete opportunities for parallel imports and 

temporary exportation of medicines from the “low-price” to the “high-price” countries. On the 

other hand, being answerable for health-care programmes Member States, directly or indirectly, 

also act as the major consumers of pharmaceuticals products. For this matter the support of the 

Commission and the ECJ assumed to the freedom of parallel trade in the single market resulted in 

a situation, when the “low-price” countries had to face deficiencies of healthcare products, while 

pharmaceutical companies kept providing their national markets with the volumes several times 

beyond regular national consumption. 

Subsequently, “pharmaceutical companies reasonably found such manifestation of parallel 

trade inacceptable and sought to argue that since normal conditions of competition are 

distorted by national regulation, parallel trade should not result in imposing one Member 

State’s pricing policies over the other Member States”. 

Furthermore unrestrained supplies of cheap pharmaceutical products through parallel channels to 

the entire of internal market would certainly undermine the financial welfare of pharmaceutical 

companies, which would misplace their profits in “high-price” markets. Taking into reason the 
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highly advanced nature of pharmaceutical business, which needs a lot of investments in research 

and development, lower profits will adversely affect the development of new healthcare products. 

Specifics of Parallel Trade in Pharmaceuticals 

The very first characteristic feature of the pharmaceutical sector is the so-called public service 

responsibility, under which the manufacturers and distributors of medical products must “make 

sure appropriate and continued supplies of that medicinal product to pharmacies and persons 

authorised to supply medicinal products so that the needs of patients in the Member State in 

question are covered. Such responsibility in fact needs the manufacturer to organize the long-term 

planning of their supply chains in order to guarantee sustainable production of medicines. In spite 

of the public service obligation does not specifically declare that the manufacturer must supply as 

much products as its distributors need, the reality is different. Even though the supplies may be 

sufficient to cover the local demand, parallel traders eternally carry out to export their substantial 

part, leaving barely any stock for local consumption and thus creating deficiency on the market. 

In the absence of goods prioritization requirement, pharmaceutical company ends up again under 

the responsibility to recover that deficit, and while doing so donating to the never ending circle of 

supplies and exports by its wholesalers. 

On one hand the manufacturer has to plan its production and regularly supply its distributors in 

“low-price” markets, while on the other hand, has no legal way to bound parallel trade and 

guarantee that consumers needs are covered.  

Its modest pro-competitive effects is the another specific aspect of parallel trade in the 

pharmaceutical sector. Thus, unlike other markets, parallel trade in pharmaceuticals cannot be 

presumed to create any substantial benefits for final consumers. As follows the reports from the 

research of economic effects of pharmaceutical parallel trade lead by the LSE (London School of 

Economics & Political Science), it is rather clear that neither final consumers (patients), nor health 

insurance organizations do accumulate any material benefits from parallel trade, while at the 

similar time the only real beneficiaries are the parallel traders and to a much smaller level – the 

retailers. 

CONCLUSION  

Due to special requirements to the distribution of medical products, parallel traders themselves 

usually are not involved in the retail business and therefore limit their activities to the re-selling of 
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cheap medicines to certified pharmacies.1 The latter in their turn sell those products at the price, 

which is recognized by the Member State in question, and final customers eventually pay the same 

amount for the product whether or not it was parallel imported. The same condition occurs in 

public healthcare sector, where the savings of national healthcare funds from buying of parallel-

imported medicines do not generally exceed 1% of total pharmaceutical expenditures. 
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